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ABSTRACT
Implantation of a Total Hip Replacements (THR) is an effective intervention in the management of
arthritis. Modularity at the taper junction of THR was introduced in order to improve the ease with which
the surgeon could modify the length of the taper section and the overall length of the replacement. Cobalt
Chromium (Co-28Cr-6Mo) and Titanium (Ti-6Al-4V) alloys are the most commonly used materials for the
device. This study investigates the fretting behavior of both CoCr – CoCr and CoCr – Ti couplings and
analyses their damage mechanisms. A reciprocating tribometer ball-on-plate fretting contact was
instrumented with in-situ electrochemistry to characterize the damage inflicted by tribocorrosion on the
two couplings. Fretting displacements amplitudes of 10, 25 and 50 µm at an initial contact pressure of 1
GPa were assessed. The results reveal larger metallic volume loss from the CoCr – CoCr alloy compared to
the CoCr – Ti alloy and the open circuit potential indicates a depassivation of the protective oxide layer at
displacement amplitudes > 25 µm. In conclusion, the damage mechanisms of CoCr – CoCr and CoCr – Ti
fretting contacts were identified to be wear and fatigue–dominated mechanisms respectively.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The Total Hip Replacement (THR) has become, over the past six decades, a key intervention in providing a long
term solution to the problem of arthritis1. Metallic materials have been used in the design of THRs since their
conception in the 19th century2. In the 1970s, modularity was introduced to the design of THR prostheses; hence
creating a ceramic – metal and/or metal – metal contact at the modular taper junction3, 4. The metal – metal
contacts are couplings of either similar or dissimilar metallic alloys5-7. Cobalt chromium (CoCr) and titanium
(Ti)–based alloys are the two most common biomedical materials used in THR prostheses7. Nonetheless, the
failure of these alloys in-vivo as a result of tribocorrosion is widely reported in literature3, 8. Tribocorrosion in this
context is the process whereby the interface of the metallic components at the taper junction experiences wear and
corrosion9. The consequence of the tribocorrosion of THR implants is the release of metallic nano-particles and
metallic ions into the surrounding body tissues and blood stream. The adverse reactions of these particles and ions
in the body lead to the formation of pseudo-tumours, inflammation and tissue necrosis.7, 10-12.

In the 1980s, the stiffness at the taper junction was determined to be too high and it was hypothesized that
reducing it would improve the stability of the device in-vivo13. This contributed to the popularity of dissimilar
metallic contacts; these were mainly CoCr heads coupled with Ti alloy stems. However, literature reveals the
severe failure of some of these prostheses. The Ti stems were observed to fail by fracture and voluminous metallic
particles and ion release were also observed from the modular interface of these devices7, 13, 14. In the early 1990s,
Gilbert et al7 examined 148 retrieved modular hip prostheses which comprised of both similar and dissimilar
couplings of CoCr and Ti alloys. Using scanning electron microscopy (SEM), corrosive attack, fretting and pitting
were discovered on the retrievals. For the dissimilar retrieval coupling, a Ti-Cr-Mo interfacial phase formation
was also observed at the taper interface. Furthermore, the study hypothesized that high cyclic stresses led to an
unstable oxide film at the taper junction which affected the type of corrosion in the region. Shortly after, Brown et
al14, measured fretting currents due to the relative motion of the alloys and concluded that limiting this relative
motion could improve the resistance against tribocorrosion at the interfaces of modular prostheses. Swaminathan
and Gilbert5 is one of the most recent publications regarding the fretting corrosion of these alloys. Fretting
current densities were measured at the interface of both CoCr – CoCr and CoCr – Ti implants. These were
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reported to vary on the basis of the dominating fretting regime at the contact. Fretting currents were measured for
both alloy couplings including the stick regime (almost zero relative motion). Although the assessment of fretting
current is beyond the scope of this study, Swaminathan and Gilbert’s5 finding helps to appreciate the effect of
fretting regime on the corrosion behaviour of the alloys. Furthermore, it was concluded that relative interfacial
motion was dependent on the interfacial compliance of the material couplings.

In this vein, whilst Swaminathan and Gilbert’s5 approach was the varying of contact pressure of fretting contacts,
the current study takes an alternative approach by assessing the fretting contact of CoCr – CoCr and CoCr – Ti
through varied fretting amplitudes for a constant 1 GPa initial contact pressure. This study aims to characterise a
broad range of micro-motions (10, 25 and 50 µm) and hence, fretting regimes that may arise at the taper
connection due to the various contact geometries of the modular taper junction in-vivo.
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2. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

2.1

Metallic Alloys

To assess the fretting regime and the interaction between wear and electrochemical reactions of the two couplings
CoCr – CoCr (CC) and CoCr – Ti (CT), Ø28 mm low carbon wrought cobalt chrome alloy THR heads (Co-28Cr6Mo, Peter Brehm, Germany) were used. The plates used were Ø25 mm and 6 mm thick CoCr alloy of the same
material specification as the head component. For the titanium plates, wrought titanium alloy (Ti-6Al-4V, ASTM
F-136, Peter Brehm, Germany) was used. Table 1 shows the specified wt. % composition of the element
constituent and mechanical properties of the two alloys.
Table 1
Chemical composition (by percentage) and mechanical properties of CoCr and Ti alloy

LC CoCr

Ti-6Al-4V

2.2

Cr
(%)
26.030.3
Ti
Bal

Mo
(%)

Mn
(%)
1.0
max
V

Si
(%)
1.0
max
O

C
(%)
0.14
max
C

Ni
(%)
1.0
max
-

N
(%)
0.25
max
N

Co
(%)

E (GPa)

Bal.

220

Al

Fe
(%)
0.75
max
Fe

-

E (GPa)

6.15

0.2

4.19

0.143

0.005

-

0.006

-

114

5.0-7.0

0.32

0.34

Solution and Surface Preparation

Tribocorrosion tests were run in a 25 vol. % diluted foetal bovine serum solution (Sera Laboratories International
Ltd., West Sussex, UK) with phosphate buffered saline (PBS) dissolved in de-ionized water as the balance
(Sigma-Aldrich, Co., St. Louis, USA) and 0.03 vol. % sodium azide (GBioscienics, St. Louis, USA). Samples
were rinsed thoroughly in de-ionized water and the plates were immersed in the serum solution for 1 h prior to the
test. This process was found, during this study, to bring the initial potential of the tribo-couples closer together
hence, suggesting the formation a uniform proteinaceous film on the surface of the plates (although, this method
wasn’t as effective on CT tribocouples). All surfaces were polished to an average surface roughness of Ra ≈ 20 nm
by using a diamond suspension of 3µm as the final polishing stage.
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2.3

Electrode and Tribocorrosion Arrangement

Fretting displacements were applied via the ball onto the plate component through the electromechanical actuator
of the fretting rig. The tangential force (Ft) was measured through a fitted cylindrical force transducer (Kistler,
USA); positioned axially to the middle of the actuator and the CoCr ball (Figure 1). The reciprocating motion of
the ball sample relative to the plate was measured by a fiber optic sensor fitted to the axially positioned actuator
(Figure 1). The plates were fitted into a polymer bath and plastic screws were used to fasten a concentric plastic
fitted with two concentric O-rings onto the plate and the polymer bath; hence fixing both parts tightly together to
ensure a water tight seal. The plate was loaded against the ball sample in the vertical direction.

The electrical connection required to assess electrochemistry was taking from the CoCr ball in each instance. This
is identified as the working electrode (WE) in Figure 1. The standard 3-electrode electrochemical cell comprises
of the reference electrode (RE), the counter electrode (CE) and the WE. The combined electrode (Redox/ORP
electrode, Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc., MA, USA) that was used in this study (see Figure 1) consists of
Ag/AgCl (+0.196V vs. Standard Hydrogen Electrode) as the RE and a platinum wire as the CE. The WE were the
CC and CT tribo-couples.

The test conditions for this study are shown in Table 2. Whilst Zhang et al15, using finite element analysis
reported contact pressures of around 68 MPa for the modular taper junction of a full component assembly. The
use of a ball-on-plate configuration in this study was to assess the contact mechanics and damaged mechanism of
a single point contact for CoCr and Ti alloys. This is because the complex geometry of the modular junction is
such that, whilst slip occurs on one section of the taper contact, a stick may occur on the other. Therefore,
previous tribocorrosion studies have employed relatively high contact pressures ranging from 0.87 – 1.3 GPa in
order to encourage various fretting regimes at the contact. These are namely: stick, partial slip and gross slip
fretting regimes4,

5, 16

. This study for similar reasons assessed the fretting behavior of the CoCr and Ti tribo-

couples at an initial Hertzian contact pressure of 1GPa. The corresponding fretting displacement amplitudes
imposed on the tribo-couples are therefore, 10, 25 and 50 µm which would generate at least two of the three
fretting regimes.
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In this study, displacement amplitude of 25 µm would correspond to 50 µm of slip assuming a 100% slip –
displacement ratio. Literature reports micro-motions at the modular taper measuring an average of 45 µm in
length17. Therefore, this study assesses displacement amplitudes both below (10 µm) and above (50 µm) the
corresponding displacement amplitude of ~25 µm (~50 µm in length).

The evolution of corrosion as a function of fretting was monitored by integrating a 3-electrode electrochemical
cell into the test apparatus in order to attain an in-situ corrosion measurement. The open circuit potential (OCP)
also known as free corrosion potential of each tribo-couple was recorded throughout the tribocorrosion test at a
frequency of 1 point per second (Hz). The potentiostat used for the OCP measurement was the PGSTAT101,
Metrohm Autolab B.V., Utretch, Netherlands. The tribocorrosion test protocol follows the order: 1.) a pre-test
immersion stage where the plate surface is exposed to serum for ~1hr; 2.) the contact is loaded for 1100 s and
OCP is measured at a data acquisition rate of 1 point per seconds from this point and throughout the test; 3.) the
contact is fretted for 6000 s at frequency of 1 Hz; 4.) the potential is left to recover for 1000 s.

Load Cell

Fibre
Optic
Sensor

Working
Electrode

Combined
Reference
and Counter
Electrodes

CoCr ball

Figure 1 – Ball-on-plate arrangement in the fretting rig. The arrows above the
ball are indicating the direction of the moving component and axis of applied load.
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2.4

Surface Analysis

The volume of material removed from both ball and plate components due to wear and corrosion were evaluated
using vertical scanning interferometry (VSI – NPFLEX 3D Optical Profiler, Bruker Corporations). The image
obtained from the scan was filtered using the “terms removal” function. This helped reduce the influence of
surface form on the measured volume loss data. More so, the wear region was masked out in order to reduce the
effect that irregularities on the sample surface might have on the volume loss results.
The samples were wiped thoroughly without the use of chemicals prior to interferometry. This was done to
preserve any tribofilms at the contact area. Optical microscopy (Leica DM 6000 M, Germany) was used to
capture the wear scar of the plate components. The scanning electron microscope (SEM) used in this study was
an SEM attached to a focused ion beam (FIB). The SEM/FIB was the Nova 200 Nanolab dual beam SEM/FIB
fitted with a Kleindiek micromanipulator. The machine was used to obtain close-up micrograph (~1000 Mag) of
CoCr and Ti flats at 50 µm fretting displacement.

Table 2
Test parameters of CoCr – CoCr and CoCr – Ti fretting couples

Material Couple
CC =

CoCr – Ball

CoCr – Plate

CT =

CoCr – Ball

Ti6Al4V – Plate

Fretting Parameters
Displacement Amplitude ( )
Initial Hertzian Contact Pressure
(
)
Frequency
Number of Cycles
Corresponding Normal load (FN)
Surrounding fluid
Repetitions (n)

10, 25 and 50 µm
1 GPa
1 Hz
6000
CC (50 N)
CT (120 N)
25% diluted FBS, PBS Balance,
0.03% SA, 12 ml fluid volume,
temperature of 37ºC
2
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1

Tribological Evaluation

The fretting regimes characterized in this study were obtained from the plots of Ft vs.

d

where (Ft ) corresponds to

the tangential force measured for a lateral displacement and ( d) corresponds to the fretting amplitude. Figure 2
shows a schematic representation of the three fretting regimes observed in this study. The stick regime is
characterized by a tightly closed loop while the mixed regime known to some as “Partial slip” and to others as
“stick – slip” is represented by different forms of quasi-rectangular shapes with pointed corners. It is worth noting
that the “mixed regime” in literature follows two different interpretations: the first means partial slip and partial
sticking occurs at a fretting contact simultaneously18; the second says that the regime at a fretting contact changes
from one to another during an ongoing fretting study19. This study refers to the interpretation of the former.
Unlike the mixed (partial slip) regime, the fretting loop of gross slip regime is generally a rectangular-like shape1821

. The area enclosed in fretting loops (shaded in grey) corresponds to the dissipated energy (Ed) from the fretting

interactions at the contact. The width of the fretting loop represents the relative slip ‘S’ (denoted as

s)

measured

from the contact. The width from one corner of the loop to the other represents the total displacement ‘D’. The
ratio (S/D) is significant for characterizing both fretting regime and damage mechanism of a fretting contact19, 22.

Stick

Partial slip

Gross slip

Figure 2 – Schematic diagram of the three fretting regimes. ‘S’ denotes the relative sliding at the contact
and ‘D’ denotes the displacement amplitude.
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Vingsbo and Soderberg20 researched further into fretting regimes by expressing the contact mechanics and
damage mechanisms associated with each regime. The stick regime is mainly characterized by minimal wear as a
result of almost zero measured relative motion. The fretting contact is entirely elastic deformation dominated
resulting in possible crack nucleation of the materials. The mixed regime however, accommodates some sliding
along with high elastic deformation hence making the effect of fatigue more predominant in this regime. The
gross slip regime is a highly energy dissipative regime with almost zero measured sticking occurring at the fully
sliding contact; the surface degradation is manifested as debris formation19, 22, 23. Theoretically, Ed = f (Ft, s), this
is equivalent to the interfacial work done to shear the contact interface 19. When considering this two parameters
that make up the dissipated energy, the contact compliance at the tribo-couple interface is the determinant by
which one of the two parameters (either Ft or

s)

will dominate the evolution of this dissipated energy20. The

higher the elastic contact compliance of a tribo-couple, the higher the required frictional force (Ft) to overcome
before slip commences at the contact22 .
Figure 3 shows the fretting loops obtained for CC and CT. Both tribo-couples at

d

= 10 µm reveal a stick fretting

regime with maximum S/D ≈ 0.1. The expected minimal damage is reflected in the total volume loss measured
from the ball and plate components as shown in Figure 4. When comparing

d

= 10 to

d

= 25 µm for CC, Figure

3a and c shows a transition from stick regime into a gross slip regime for the CC tribo-couple and a transition
from stick regime into a partial slip regime for the CT tribo-couple (Figure 3b and d) respectively. The total
volume of materials removed from the contact is substantially increased for CC and comparably larger than that
of CT. The difference in transition between the two tribo-couples reveals a significant difference in the contact
compliance of CC and CT. Figure 3 shows that the friction force measured at the CT contact increased
significantly (14 N to 30 N) from

d

= 10 to

d

= 25 µm whereas, the slip-displacement ratio increased ~8 times

for the CC tribo-couple with little change in Ft as shown in Figure 4a. This illustrates the relative ease of CoCr to
slide against itself than against the softer and more ductile Ti alloy. This finding can be explained using the
arrows on Figure 3. Figure 3c and e; both show a horizontal arrow to depict full slip behavior across the stroke
length while a constant friction force is measured. On the other hand, the arrow shown on Figure 3f depicts an
increasing tangential force relative to the slip; hence the slope of the non-horizontal line corresponds to a change
in the stiffness (change in force per displacement) at the contact. A change in the contact stiffness during sliding
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at the contact further highlights the high elastic compliance of the CT hence a higher tendency of fatigue failure in
CT24. Fouvry et al22 discussed the typical behavior of ductile materials changing in their ductility due to phase
transformation induced by cyclic plastic deformation. Although, it is beyond the scope of this study to identify
possible phase transformation that might have occurred due to fretting, this study identifies the prerequisite
characteristic for such fatigue damage mechanism. This is mainly high friction force that leads to highly localized
stresses which thereby aids the initiation cracks at the dominant mixed fretting regime20, 24. When observing the
optical microscope images of figure 5 for both CC and CT at the three displacement amplitudes, it is observable
that the fretting wear debris on the CC plates (Figure 5 a, c and e) increases with each higher displacement
amplitude. On the other hand, with CT (Figure 5 b, d and f), fretting wear debris isn’t increasingly observed;
rather, fatigue damage is identifies as it is visible at the localized regions of highest stresses as expected18-20.
Further increase in the displacement amplitude reveal a mixture of both fatigue localized damage and fretting
wear. SEM micrographs in Figure 6a and b depicts a close up image of both CC and CT fretting mechanisms at
50 µm displacement amplitude. This study therefore identifies CC to have a wear dominated damage mechanism
through material delamination and relatively high volume loss at the fretting contact. And CT – a fatigue
dominated damage mechanism through material detachment and pit formation along with suppressed volume loss
at the contact24.
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CoCr – CoCr
a)

CoCr – Ti

Plot A
12 N
Ft x d
(13 N x 10 µm)

b)

14 N

10 µm

c)

d)
10 N

30 N

Plot B
Ft x d
(10 N x 25 µm)

25 µm

e)

50 µm

12 N

f)

40 N

Plot C
Ft xPlot
d C
(12 N xF50
t x µm)
d
(12 N x 50 µm)

Figure 3 – Fretting Regimes for a) CoCr – CoCr and b) CoCr – Ti tribo-couples. Arrows indicate the slope
of the displacement across the slip region of the stroke length. The average tangential force is indicated at
the top right corner of each plot.
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S/D ≈ 0.1

S/D ≈ 0.8

S/D ≈ 0.9

S/D ≈ 0.01

S/D ≈ 0.1

(a)

S/D ≈ 0.5

(b)

Figure 4 – Final mass loss after 6000 cycles of fretting for a) CC and b) CT tribo-couples n = 2. The sliding
– displacement (S/D) ratio for each displacement amplitude is indicated above.
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CoCr – Ti

CoCr – CoCr
a.)

Stick Contact

b.)

Stick Contact

10 µm

200µm

Partial–slip

200µm

d.)

c.)

Fatigue damage

Third body

25 µm

200µm

200µm

e.)

Third body

f.)

Fatigue damage

50 µm

200µm

200µm

Third body

Figure 5 – Fretting wear scar of CoCr plate of CC and Ti plate of CT obtained through optical microscope
respectively. The dotted region of CC – 10 and CT – 10 µm represents the only concerned region. Scratches
seen outside this region were incurred as a result of the fretting machine stabilizing.
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Metal & Oxide
Delamination

Fatigue Cracks
& Pits
(a)

(b)

Figure 6 – SEM image of wear scar for a) CC – 50 µm (Figure 5e) and b) CT – 50 µm (Figure 5f) tribocouples.

3.2

Electrochemical Evaluation

CoCr and Ti alloys are both passive alloys that spontaneously form a protective oxide layer25, 26. Micro-motion at
the fretting contact of modular tapers can however lead to the removal of the oxide layer; hence the depassivation
of the alloy4, 5, 7, 21. This leaves the alloy exposed to electro–active species such as chloride ions, sulphate ions and
complexes in the body fluid which can accelerate the dissolution of the metallic alloy in-vivo27-29. OCP is a semiquantitative technique that enables the process of corrosion to be partially assessed30-32. Once the passive metal is
depassivated, it behaves as an active metal due to the formation of a temporary anodic site at the contact. This is
observed as a drop in potential when monitoring OCP in tribo-corrosion tests. A gradual increase in the OCP
corresponds to an ennoblement (that is, a buildup of oxide) at the interface33. On the other hand, a recovery from
depassivation is known as repassivation – a relatively sharp increase in OCP. The OCP curves observed in Figure
7 all have various starting potential because unlike potentio-static tests where the metallic surface is forced to the
same potential, these tests were conducted without such electrochemical alterations of the contact.
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From Figure 7, it is observable that the CC – 10 and CT – 10 (the two stick regime tribo-couples) experienced an
ennoblement throughout the fretting process. Although the buildup of an oxide is a protective feature against
corrosion, hence is expected to reduce the rate of corrosion, the presence of cracks or crevices at the contact may
however prove otherwise. Whilst a ball on plate configuration may not provide the opportunity for crevice
formation, crevices can form in the assembly of the modular taper junctions and hence induce crevice corrosion7.
The male taper is usually threaded and locked into the female head bore. Crevices are formed both in the gap
between the threads and the separation between the male and female taper. Crevice corrosion may therefore occur
in this region however, it is not initiated until fluid ingresses into the crevices – this process can be accelerated by
mechanical wear. It is therefore worth mentioning that a stick fretting regime of the taper junction in-vivo can
encourage a mechanically enhanced crevice corrosion which is a type of localized corrosion30; the contact
becomes starved of oxygen and as a result, electro-active species, especially chloride ions migrate to the crevice
and cause the environment to become increasingly acidic6, 29, 30.

As soon as the fretting commences in Figure 7, a drop in potential can be observed for both CC and CT tribocouples at

d

≥ 25 µm. This signifies a depassivation of the material, most likely due to removal of the oxide

layer. Interestingly, the OCP plot of CC

d

≥ 25 µm differed from that of CT. At the commencement of sliding,

the shift in OCP for the CC tribo-couple was observed to either remain constant as in CC – 25 or decrease
gradually as in CC – 50 until the fretting ceased and repassivation occurred. On the other hand, for the CT – 25, a
quick repassivation is observed almost instantly after the initial potential drop, followed by a steady ennoblement
(the ennoblement for the second repeat isn’t as visible due to the potential starting relatively low from start of the
test). Although the drop for CT – 50 was much sharper, a gradual ennoblement at the contact persists until the
fretting ceased which was similar to the behavior of CT – 25. The difference in the CC and CT behavior may have
three reasons:
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The presence of a third body at the CC contact encourages an abrasive mechanism which kept the
potential either constant or decreasing and inhibits the formation of new layers of protective oxide34.



Hanawa et al35 reported a faster rate of titanium alloy repassivation than CoCr alloy. This suggests that Ti
may be electrochemically dominant in the CT tribo-couple. For this reason, Ti alloy may be repassivating
whilst the fretting persists. However, this suggestion is contrary to Swaminathan and Gilbert’s5 whose
postulation was that CoCr alloy is the dominant of the two tribo-couples both mechanically and
electrochemically.



Lastly, as the CT fretting contact is a partial slip regime, the micro seconds required for repassivation to
occur at the interface makes the repassivation of the Ti alloy more likely to occur. This is due to the CoCr
ball moving slower as a result of the partial slip regime whereas, for the CC fretting contact, the CoCr ball
is moving faster due to the gross slip fretting regime.

Whilst it was established that the potential drop from the OCP curve signifies a removal of the protective oxides,
the specific damage mechanisms in the contact are not identified by the OCP although they are identified and
discussed through surface analytical techniques. The delamination of oxide layers and metallic particles from the
CC tribo-couple (Figure 5c and e) may lead to the acceleration of metallic ion dissolution at the exposed (anodic)
region in-vivo33. However, for the CT tribo-couples (Figure 5d and f), possible surface cracks are closely observed
in Figure 6b. This form of damage to the surface makes the alloy strongly susceptible to localized corrosion and
hence, a mechanically assisted corrosion mechanism6, 13. The formation of cracks at the surface of these alloys can
significantly reduce the fatigue life of the components in–vivo20. Therefore, it can be deduced that although a
fatigue failure dominated fretting contact may not generate voluminous wear and corrosion products, it proves to
be more susceptible to severe failure mechanisms such as fracture24. This could be a reason why the titanium
components in hip implants have been shown to fail through fracture in-vivo3, 36, 37.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 7 – OCP Response as a function of time for a) CC and b) CT tribo-couples n = 2. The line prior to
and after the fretting represents a static phase where the contact is loaded. The CC – 10 repeats are
superimposed onto each other and the potential drop of CT – 25 repeat did not occur due to the potential
starting much lower compared to the first however the same repassivation pattern is observed.
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4. CONCLUSIONS


The contact compliance for CoCr – Ti tribo-couple was found to be much higher than the CoCr – CoCr
contact when the effect of friction force is compared with slip – displacement ratio; this strongly
influenced the motion at the tribo-couples interfaces.



The corresponding behaviour at the fretting contact of CoCr – CoCr was therefore a wear–dominated
mechanism and fatigue–dominated mechanism for CoCr – Ti tribo-couple.



OCP plots reveal an ennoblement of the contact for both tribo-couples at the stick regime and a
depassivation of the oxides at



d≥

25µm.

Optical microscope images reveal delaminated material and possible corrosion product on the CoCr –
CoCr contact. Cracks and pits were observed at the CoCr – Ti worn area and verified with the SEM.



It was observed that whilst CoCr – CoCr interface may suffer dissolution of metallic ions through active
mechanically depassivated regions; CoCr – Ti surface is highly susceptible to various forms of localized
corrosion likely due the formation of cracks at the surface.
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